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Project A 

The Organization of Genetic Structure: Chromosomes 

We continue to util ize three major tools for this study: 1) Sedi-
mentation analysis, 2) Electron Microscopy, 3) Radiosensitive site 
analysis using short range particle beams. 

1. Sedimentation Analysis 

We previously reported (see last years progress report and appended 
reference ORO-2832-148) that when unirradiated cells are lysed on our 
neutral sucrose gradients a major portion of the DNA label does not 
sediment freely and appears to be complexed as large arrays or to other 
cellular components, probably of nuclear membrane origin. Irradiating 
cells with low LET gamma rays before lysis leads to the release of com-
plexed DNA into freely sedimenting molecules with S values between 40 
and 350. Figure A-l summarize some of these results . A similar effect 
is found for high LET alpha irradiation, as shown in figure A-2, and the 
RBE for the effect appears to be near unity. Incubation of gamma 
irradiated cells after irradiation and before lysis leads to partial or 
complete restoration to the zero dose condition, i . e . , most of the 
labeled DNA no longer sediments freely. This effect is summarized in 
figures A-3 and A-4. We interpreted this result as an expression of 
cell mediated repair of the radiation lesions leading to the release of 
complexed DNA. As seen in figure A-4, the half tine for this repair is 
in the order of 20 minutes which is similar to the half times observed 
for rejoining of radiation induced single and double strand DNA breaks. 
The restoration is progressively inhibited by radiation such that l i t t l e 
repair occurs for gamma doses above 25 kilorads. A comparable dose 
dependence was found for the inhibition of rejoining of single strand 
breaks while a considerably larger dose was required to inhibit the 
rejoining of double strand breaks (see 0R0-2832-,148). As shown in 
figures A-5 and A-6 restoration of the complex is much more inhibited 
for comparable doses of high LET alpha particle radiation. These in i t ia l 
data suggest that the ei'-particle RBE for inhibition of this cell 
process is greater than 3.0. 

We have proposed that each DNA sub-unit molscjle may have one or a 
few major radiosensitive sites in association with the nuclear membrane 
and that a lesion at that sight allows the DNA to sediment freely as 
(half) molecules due to a double strand scission of the molecule during 
cell lysis. Cell incubation before lysis f i rst restores the integrity 
of the molecule so as to prevent double strand stission during lysis 
and subsequently restores the attachment of that region to the nuclear 
membrane. I t appears that most low LET induced lesions can be reversed 
through both processes but that most high LET induced lesions can be 
reversed only through the f i rs t process. We are proceeding with more 
detailed studies to better define these properties which may directly 
relate to the accumulation of lethal and sub-lethal radiation damage in 
mammalian cells. 
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2. Electron Microscopy 

No significant rew studies were completed this year. 

3. Radiosensitive site analysis 

We have completed new studies using both mitotic and Interphase 
cells which are described under Project C. 
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Project B 

The Organization of Genetic Structure: Nucleoproteins and DNA 

A number of thermal denaturation experiments were conducted with 
media containing destabilizing agents of several types or ligands that 
might selectively stabilize either AT or GC base pairs, in agreement 
with the goal proposed. The destabilizing agents tested included 50% 
glycerol, ethanol and methanol at various concentrations, 50% dimethyl-
sulfoxide, formamide, butane 1,4-diol, and butane 2,4-diol, 3 M and 6 M 
sodium perchlorate, and various concentrations of magnesium perchlorate. 
Some were very unsatisfactory because of precipitation problems (e.g., 
magnesium perchlorate, despite contrary suggestions in published 
l i terature), decomposition equilibria (formamide), or low solubility 
for DNA (butanediols). Dimethylsulfoxide at 50% concentration was 
found to be a satisfactory alternative to aqueous media, which signi-
ficantly lowers the denaturation temperature of DNA and double stranded 
RNA; at the same time, the base compositional dependence is reduced so 
that the temperature range for melting is narrower by a factor of about 
30%. Silver and mercury ions, and the oligoamine, spermidine, have 
been tried and do appear to have some base selective stabilizing action, 
but problems remain to be solved about the best ratio of ligand to DNA-
phosphate to be used in each case and how to interpret the successive 
changes in the profile as more and more ligand is added. No clearly 
supperior alternative denaturation medium has been found so far. 

0 

Attempts were made to determine whether the n irnber of thermalites 
in high resolution DNA profiles remains constant a, salt concentration 
was changed. Although PM-2 should have been a favorable DNA to use for 
these experiments because of its relatively small size, the amount of 
overlap of peaks was found to be s t i l l too large : » give an unequivocal 
answer. However, within the range of sodium chlo, ide concentration from 
5 mM to 30 mM there was a constancy of area withii. each of 5 different 
separable melting regions. The change of the patuirn on going to con-
centrated sodium perchlorate was too great to corr^ate closely with 
the 5 groups detected at the lower salt concentration range. Additional 
work is not planned under this contract. 

An interesting observation was made on doubU stranded RNAs using 
the 50% dimethylsulfoxide medium mentioned above. Because most double 
stranded RNAs have a considerably higher melting t amperature than cor-
responding DNAs, a destabilizing medium is necessary to lower the tem-
perature to a range that will not induce many stra.id breaks as a result 
of the hydrolytic instability of RNA polymers. Tha replicative form of 
the normally single stranded mengovirus RNA was isolated through the 
cooperation of 2 laboratory in the Biology Department and the normally 
double stranded 06 bacteriophage RNA was obtained as a gift from outside 
the institution. Both double stranded RNAs were round to have stepwise 
melting patterns much like those of DNAs of comparable size. This work 
is described in an appended manuscript entitled, 1 Saltatory Thermal 
Denaturation of Double-Stranded Viral RNAs", by D. L. Vizard, A. T. Ansevin, 
G. B. Thornton, M. Mandel, and R. B. Arlinghaus (GR0-2832-162). 



Project C 

Particle Beam Stur'es of Radiosensitive Sites 

Of the six projec" areas outlined in last year's renewal proposal, 
one has been completed -*nd a paper submitted for publication is appended 
to this report. The fe'lowing is the abstract from that paper. 

DISTRIBUTION OF RPROSENSITIVE SITES IN MITOTIC AND INTRAPHASE 
CHO CFLLS USING TP.CK AND ALPHA PARTICLE IRRADIATION 

A Cole, S. Robinson and R. Datta 

Abstract 

Alpha particle be? ^ from 2UlAm were arranged to penetrate to 
selected depths in mite l ie and interphase CHO cells by varying the 
distance between the sr rce and cell samples. The response for inter-
phase cells was similar to that previously reported for alpha irradiation, 
i . e . , the te l l average ean lethal dose declined from 65 rads for fully 
penetrating beams to a inimum of 23 rads for beams which penetrated only 
3um into the cell. The response for mitotic cells was similar except 
that the mean lethal dt e declined to a minimum of 35 rads. The two 
responses were qualitat vely very similar to those obtained previously 
using partially penetro ing electron beams. Both results are consistent 
with the proposal that adiosensitive sites are concentrated at the 
nuclear periphery of ir :erphase cells and become dispersed"in mitotic 
cells. 

A second project e^ea, a study of transformation induced by high 
LET particles has been ctively pursued and is reported under Project D/ 
Results at the present 1 ime remain tenuous. 

Hyperthermia and High LET Radiation 

A new study, utilizing the alpha particle irradiator to compare 
effects for high and low LET radiations combined with cell hyperthermia 
is described under project A. 

Two papers have been prepared and are appended to this report 
(0R0-2832-157 and 0R0-2832-158). 

Alpha Particle Dosimetry 

An extensive study of the dosimetry of the alpha source was 
undertaken. This was, in part, prompted by the rather .late discovery 
that the silicon coating which covered the plated 2l|1Am source has 
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thinned down extensively, presumably due to radiation-induced volat i l i -
zation. Figures C-l and C-2 il lustrate new measurements for the cell 
average dose for samples placed at various distances from the 3/4" plated 
source. These measurements were made with a parallel plate ionization 
chamber previously described (See 0R0-2832-149 appended in this report) 
which was adjusted f o r i 10 mm air gap to similate a 10ym mean thickness 
of a cell. The new measurements utilized a 0.17 mg/cm2 aluminum foil 
to isolate the air ionization chamber. This entrance foil was equivalent 
to the absorption of 1 ;ro of air or lym of water. The raw readings 
plotted in Figure C-l wire corrected for foil absorption (shown for one 
plot by the dotted lint|'before applying the data. The four dose curves 
in Figure C-l apply to tource sizes ( i . e . source apertures) or 5, 10, 
15 and 17 (no aperture) nm. The curves in Figure C-2.apply to the use 
of a 2.2 and 4.2 mg/cm: aluminum foi l preabsorbers between source and 
sample. The use of a |.;aabsorber has the advantage that, for aiven 
residue beam penetratios, shorter source to sample distances (SSD) 
may be used to provide 'igher dose rates. Saturation ionization currents 
are plotted in Figuresi',-l and C-2. For the conditions used (a 3mm 
ion chamber entrance ar.'Tture, a 10mm air gap, 760mm Hg air pressure, 
22°C, and assuming W =157eV per ion pair) 1 na current is equivalent 
to 44 rads per second r>se rate. 

A distinct advantc a of the new measurements was that voltage 
saturation was exceller , i .e . less that a 2% change in ion current 
for chamber voltages be i/een 1000 and 3000 volts; thus a major ambiguity 
of previous measuremenl was removed. 

Depth dose distrifc tion for various residue beam penetrations 
were estimated by differentiating plots to total ionization produced by 
beams transmitted through increasing thicknesses of aluminum foils. 
Figure C-3 and C-4 il lustrate these estimates with and without the 
2.2 mg/cm aluminum preabsorber. Such measurements will be very useful 
in analysis of sensitive site distributions using short range alpha 
particle beams. Other measurements wil l be described in a paper which 
is being prepared. 
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Model for Single Hit Damage for Particle Beams 

The single hit radiation response, i . e . the component of the 
Cnadwick-Leenhouts equation, S/S0 = e 0~pD , has been analyzed in 
terms of a simplified stochastic model. A paper is in preparation and 
a brief outline is given here. The model assumes a probability, p„ 
that deposition of an energy, E, within a critical site of dimension, 
t , will lead to irreversible damage of that site. Repairable damages 
are not considered here since they contribute to the "0" (or other) 
term in the survival response. The functional form of p A was drived 
from cross-section data for monoenergetic penetrating heavy particle 
beams as p = KAE^. In general, radiation beams may contain particles 
of various energies, each of which leaves a distribution of possible 
energy deposits, E, within a site. These energy deposit distributions 
may be estimated using empirical data and stopping power theory. Assuming 
p = KSOAES inactivation probabilities then may be assigned to each 
energy deposit, multiplied by the frequency of occurrence of that 
deposit, and summed for all possible deposits. The derived total 
p r o b a b i l i t y , defines a cross section presented by each site in the 
cell . I f an estimate of the total projected area, A, presented by the 
sensitive sites within the cell can be made, then the total cross 
section per cell i s ^ r = j ? A . 

The model has two arbitrary parameters, K and the mean site thickness, 
t . This means that in order to establish a f i t for both parameters, 
a comparison of calculated cross sections with observed cross sections 
must be made for at least two separate beam conditions, preferably 
for low and high LET radiations. We have performed simplified calculations 
for a l l the steps outlined above to derive a best f i t determination for 
K and t based on data for a penetrating high LET 4 Mi»V**-particle Beam 
(where p is assumed to approach unity), a penetrating low LET 50 KeV 
electron beam, and a moderately high LET 7.5 KeV beam in which the electrons 
stop at the region at the crit ical sites. 

The essential steps are outlined in Figures C-5 through C- l l . 
Figure C-5 gives a step by step outline of the model. Figure C-6 
illustrates'the heavy particle cross section data which gives a region 
where the total cell cross section c~is proportional to LET'. This 
is taken to imply that the individual site cross sections are proportional 
to the square of the energy locally deposited. Figure C-7 l ists empirical 
data derived from studies in our lab which assigns average neergy 
deposits when various energy incident electrons traverse sites of 
various dimensions (top chart). These measured average deposits were 
then spread into a distribution of deposits using stopping power theory. 
The lower chart outlines a procedure for estimating the distribution of 
incident particle energies present at the nuclear periphery for a 
7.5 KeV electron beam incident on the ce l l . The calculation util izes 
particle attenuation data which indicates how many particles travel a 
given distance beyond the depth of interest (1.5 um) and therefore an 
estimate can be made of the average energy these particles had when traversing 
the depth of interest. Figures C-8 through C-10 combine the data of the 
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top table of Figure C-7 (spread into theoretical energy distributions) 
with arbitrary assignments for the probabilities functions, i .e . assuming 
p = A E 2 , p = 4AE2 and p = 16AE2 with AE in KeV. The resul t is a p lot of P, 
the probability for inectivation of a site when an electron of energy E is 
incident to that site. These probability values were then multiplied by 
the frequency of occurrance for electrons of energy E at the site and 
summed to derive the tc';al probability P as shown in figure C - l l . The 
total probability was tien multiplied by the anticipated projected area, A, 
presented by all the sites (based on heavy particle optimum cross sections) 
to derive a cell cross section o. The projected area A was set equal to 
70 ym2 for penetrating ;rradiation by 50 KeV electrons and equal to 35 ym2 

for irradiation to only one side of the cell by the 7 . 5 KeV beam. The 
results show that for t^e combined assumptions a best f i t is obtained for 
p = 4AE2 and t = 3 nm, ' . e . , the inactivation probability becomes unity 
when h KeV is deposited »ithin a 3 nm site. This result is consistent with 
various proposals prese. :.»d by other authors although i t is not necessarily 
consistent with recent proposals by Kellerer and Rossi in their theory of 
dual radiation action. 



/ ? fig s 

MODEL FOR (SINGLE HIT) IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGE USING PARTICLE BEAMS 

1. Using cross section data, establish probability p-j(AE-j) that a 
crit ical target is inactivated when energy AEi is deposited in i t . 

2. Using empirical data and stopping power theory, calculate energy 
loss distributions fWAE^, E.-.t) giving probability that energy 
AEi be deposited in target of thickness t when traversed by 
particle of energy Ej. 

3. The sum P̂  = Spjf-j gives probability for irreversible damage when 
- a particle of1energy Ej is incident on a target. 

4. From empirical data, for a particle of energy EQ incident on a 
cel l , determine Fj(E.-), the fractional number of particles of residue 
energy Ej which penetrate to the depth of the target. 

5. The sum H = Z F-jPj defines the total probability for irreversible 
damage for exposure of a target to an electron of energy E0 incident 
at the cell surface. £ corresponds to a relative cross section. 

6. The total cross section is a = 2 A, where A is the total area 
presented by the targets to the beam. A can be estimated from cross 
section measurements for penetrating high LET beams where 1 
and a = A. 
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AVERAGE :NERGY DEPOSIrs BASED ON A I R MEASUREMENTS 
ELECTRON 
ENERGY 

KeV 

ELECTRON 
RANGE 

nm 

ENERGY DEPOSITS IN eV FOR GIVEN 
TARGET THICKNESSES IN nm 

1 2 3 5 7.5 10 20 
0.05 2.8 28 44 50 50 50 50 50 
0.10 4.5 35 64 85 100 100 100 100 
0.15 6.1 39 75 105 143 150 150 150 
0.25 10.2 40 77 115 180 230 250 250 
0.50 22 32 71 110 180 265 340 480 
0.70 33 28 61 92 . 160 250 317 530 
1.0 53 22 47 75 130 210 290 555 
1.5 100 17 34 57 102 165 210 450 
2.0 163 12 26 40 72 116 165 350 
3.0 322 8 17 28 48 81 110 250 
5.0 770 4 9.5 16 30 17 6b 140 
7.0 1,350 3.1 8 12.5 22 35 50 112 

10.0 2,500 2.3 5 8 15 24 34 73 
30.0 17,100 1.0 2 3 5 7.5 10 21 
50.0 12,200 0.7 1.4 2.1 3.5 5.2 7 14 

CALCULATION OF ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
AT DEPTH IN AN ABSORBER USING 
PARTICLE ABSORPTION DATA 

7.5 KeV BEAM, 1,500 nm DEPTH 
Energy-
Interval 
KeV 

Additional 
Penetration 
nm 

Total 
Penetration 
nm 

% Stopping 
in Interval 

0 -.25 0 -10 1500 -1510 O.65 
.25-.5 10 -22 1510 -1522 0.78 
.5 -1 22 -54 1522 -1554 2.1 
1 -2 54 -160 1554 -1660 6.6 ' 
2 -3 160 -320 1660 -1820 8.0 
3 -k 320 -530 1820 -2030 7.0 
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PREDICTED LETHAL CROSS-SECTIONS 

INITIAL 
ENERGY 

RESIDUE 
ELECTRON 
ENERGY 

KeV 

ELECTRONS 
PER INITIAL 
ELECTRON 

F 

1 nm an 

P 

d p=16AE2 

P X F 

3 nm a 

P 

nd p=4AE2 

P X F 

5 nm a 

P 

nd p=AE2 

P X F 
7.5 KeV 
(1.5 um 
DEPTH) 

0 -.25 
.25-.5 
.5 - 1 
1 - 2 
2 - 3 
3 - 4 

.0065 

.0078 

.021 

.066 

.080 

.070 

.030 

.028 

.018 

.010 

.0058 

.0037 

.00020 

.00022 

.00038 

.00066 

.00047 

.00026 

.039 

.052 

.033 

.011 

.006 

.004 

.00025 

.00041 

.00069 

.00073 

.00048 

.00027 

.014 

.035 

.024 

.009 

.004 

.0026 

.00009 
.00027 
.00050 
.00060 
.00032 
.00018 

7.5 KeV 
(1.5 um 
DEPTH) 

PROB . SUM PER TA RGET .00219 .00283 .00196 

7.5 KeV 
(1.5 um 
DEPTH) 

a (um2)=E-A for A=35 um2 .077 .099 .069 

7.5 KeV 
(1.5 um 
DEPTH) 

a (um2} OBSERVED .080 .080 .080 
50 KeV 50 11.0 .00036 | .00036 .000291 .00029 .000141 .00014 50 KeV 

PROB. SUM PER TA RGET .00036 .00029 .00014 
50 KeV 

a (um2)=E*A for A-70 um2 .025 .020 .0099 

50 KeV 

a (um2) OBSERVED .018 .018 .018 
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Project D 

Gamma Ray and Particle Irradiation Studies of 

Cellular ard Nucleoprotein Damage 

Study I Irradiation of Nucleoproteins and other Model Systems. 

A proposal was made to test the validity of a therory presented 
in a previous progress report suggesting that sites of single strand 
breaks should give rise to much longer regions of denaturation of each 
side in the case of the very simple polymers poly(dA-dT) and poly(dG'dC) 
than would be found for naturally occurring DNAs, The theory was 
suggested to explain the relatively large change observed in the 
hyperchromicity plots of the homopolymer pairs between a f i rs t dena-
turation and succeeding denaturations of the reannealed strands. I t 
was previously suggested that both polymers sedimentation experiments 
showed that single strand breaks were accumulated in the DNA polymers 
as a functions of the length of heatinrj and i t was suggested that during 
denaturation the degeneracy of pairing in homopolymer pairs was respon-
sible for a more open state around the sites of breaks. 

Rat DNA, and the two hgmopolymer pairs were irradiated in 0.005 M 
sodium perchlorate- 1 x 10 M EDTA at identical base concentrations to 
a dose of 5,000 rad, which was expected to be equivalent to 30,000 rad 
at the usual concentration of our radiation experiments. Although 
radiation shifted the Tm's to lower temperature i t did not result in a 
significant difference between the in i t ia l slopes of rat DNA and poly 
(dG*dC) and probably the slope of poly(dA'-dt) was not changed. * 

This result suggests that contrary to the in i t ia l hypothesis, 
irradiation does not cause extensive hydrogen bond disruption at sites 
adjacent to a single strand break. 

Much of the work suggested in this section wai not undertaken because 
the automatic UV scanner for the analytical ultracentrifuge was not completed. 
This is in agreement with the condition indicated in the proposal. 

The preliminary draft of a manuscript covering the majority of the 
work on nucleoprotein models and free DNA in non-protective medium has 
been prepared: "Limited Capacity of Chromosoaml Proteins to Protect 
Eukaryotic DNA from Damage by Ionizing Radiation", by Allen T. Ansevin. 
As indicated by the t i t l e , this investigation showed that the hi stones and 
nonhistones of chromatin confer relatively l i t t l e protection to DNA from 
attack by indirect effects of Ionizing Irradiation, at least, when the 
chromatin is dispersed in a non-protective medium 6s a fully soluble pre-
paration. A secondary protection due to spacial isolation can be expected, 
however, in solutions favoring the higher order condensation of nucleo-
proteins (as is normal in vivo for most of the chromatin); this secondary 
protection effect could be especially important in normal type, semi-pro-
tective media. The manuscript is appended to this report. 
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Study I I . Quantitation of Cell surface antigens by X-RAY Fluorescence^ 

This project has been in progress for several years and recent 
studies indicate that cell surface antigens may be accurately 
quantitated using this technique. 

The majority of animal tumor cells possess surfact antigens which 
are capable of eliciting an immunological response. Characterization 
of the density and distribution of these surface antigens is important 
in the immunological understanding of the tolerance or rejection of a 
cell by a host. Quantitation of these cell surface antigens has been 
accomplished by a radioactive labeling of the immune serum. An important 
aspect of quantitation that has not been considered is the distribution of 
cell surface antigen density within a population of cells. This type of 
investigation can only be answered by a technique which examines the 
antigenic sites one cell at a time. 

The single cell technique involves the use of several previously 
established procedures. Ferritin, a large globular protein with a 
relatively constant high concentration of iron, is covalently coupled 
to the antibody. A purification procedure (Goldin et al . 1976) is used 
to eliminate free antibody from the preparation. Target cells are 
incubated with the labeled serum, washed, and settled onto electron 
microscope grids and fixed. An electron microprobe is used for analysis, 
the beam being focused onto a single cell. The electron bombardment 
causes emission of characteristic X-rays, the number of which is pro-
portional to the number of iron atoms under bombardment. Therefore for 
a one-to-one ferritin-antibody ratio, and the knowledge of iron content 
in fer r i t in , the number of bound antigenic sites can be determined by 
measuring the intensity of the iron K X-ray line. 

The in i t ia l experiments to demonstrate the quantitative procedure 
were patterned after studies using a highly specific system. TNBS 
(2, 4, 6 trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid) was used as the hapten, to be 
attached to the cell surface (Chinese hamster ovary cells in culture), 
anti-DNP-BSA (rabbit anti-2,4 dinitrophenyl-bovine serum albumin) was the 
specific antibody. Table 1 shows results of the T̂ IBS studies. 

The interpretation of these experiments was for sample #1 - 202,000 bound 
antibodies detected, sample #2 - 529,000, and sample #3 - 310,000. 

The next set of experiments was use of the same antibody system, but 
using a radioactively labeled hapten molecule. By this method, calculation 
of the number of antigens available can be made from radioactive data. The 
f i rst experiments were using C labeled DNP (2,4 dinitrophenol) as the 
hapten, and the same anti-DNP-BSA antibody. The comparative results for 

Table D-l 

Sample 
g 

Mean iron atoms detected per cell ( 10 ) 

Unreacted CHO's 
CHO's + FeAb 

J.0414 + 0.120 
0.0517 + 0.118 
0.456 + 0.288 
1.11 + 0.508 
0.671 + 0.257 

#1 CHO's + TNBS + FeAb 
#2 CHO'S + TNBS + FeAb 
#3 CHO's + TNBS + FeAb 
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the radioactive and X-ray spectrometric data are in Table 2. 

Table D-2 

Sample 1 Sample 2 

Bound antibodies detected (X-ray data) 78,300 49,800 
Bound antigen (radioactive data) 86,300 72,800 

The correspondence for the radioactive and X-ray data was close, 
but the distribution was rather broad, due to the heterogeneity of the 
cell population (interphase cells used). Therefore the final set of 
experiments were designed using synchronized (Colcemid block and shake) 
CHO cells and the same DNP system. Cells in two phases, M and G1, were 
used to demonstrate maximum limits for the system due to cell size con-
siderations. For metaphase cells, the maximum amount of antibodies 
bound is greater than G1 cells because of a larger cell surface area. 
The results for a series of experiments is shown in Figure DI. 
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Study I I I Hyperthermic effects on DNA strand break rejoining 

Excellent progress has been made on this project and three com-
pleted papers, two of which are in press, are appended (0R0-2832-155,-
156,-158). These papers are summarized as follows. 

Summary 

Hyperthermic Effects on DNA Repair Mechanisms 

Peter M. Corry, Sandra Robinson and Susan Getz 

The major conclusion to be drawn from the data presented is that 
strand break rejoining mechanisms can be inhibited by heat treatment 
in the 41°C-45°C ran£e. 

Ben Hur and Elk'ind have shown that strand break rejoining at 42°C 
apparently proceeds =t an increased rather than a decreased rate showing 
essentially complete repair within 15 minutes. As mentioned previously, 
however, their studies were carried out by f i rst irradiating at low 
temperatures and carrying out the subsequent incubation at 42 C. Our 
studies have shown t ia t at these temperatures at least a 15 minutes 
total exposure is required before rejoining iractivation occurs, even 
in HBSS where the hyoerthermic effect appears to be much more dramatic. 
Since the normal half rejoining time (at low doses) for SSB is in the 
neighborhood of 8-12 minutes, i t is not surprising that*under their 
circumstances, SSB rejoining was observed. Bronk et al concluded that 
42 C did not increase strand breaking from x-irradiation, but due to 
wide differences in experimental protocols i t is essentially impossible 
to compare results. 

Several other observations have arisen from this work. I t has been 
shown (0R0-2832-155) that neither double nor single strand breaks arise 
from the heat treatmert alone in the temperature range of 41 C to 46 C, 
and the frequency of DSB induction by radiation remains unaffected by 
heat treatment. There does, however, appear to be a 10-20 percent 
increase in the SSB induction frequency by the radiation upon comparison 
of al l the single stranded DNA experiments. This increase may result 
from hyperthermic removal of proteins from the DNA exposing i t to a 
greater amount of indirect effect. Indirect effect is known to have a 
very high SSB induction efficiency and a relatively low DSB induction 
efficiency. 

Since the early 1900's there have been numerous observations of 
synergism wnen hyperthermia has been used in conjunction with radiation 
treatment of tumors. I f , in fact, strand break rejoining and repair 
processes in general are important to the cell 's ability to recover 
from exposure to x-irradiation, the fact that this process may be hyper-
thermically inhibited may have important implications in the radiotherapy 
of tumors. DNA degradation which occurs when treatment is carried out 
in the absence of nutrients may also have important implications in tumor 
therapy. These latter conditions resemble rather closely the situation 
in the center of a solid tumor, suggesting that these cells which have 
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traditionally been those most di f f icul t to k i l l , may be those most 
dramatically affected by combined modalities such as radiation and 
hyperthermia. Our observations would suggest that for optimum results 
the tumors should have subjected to elevated temperatures for at 
least 30-45 minutes prior to Irradiation at temperatures in the 
41-43 C range. 

Another interesting possibility arises from the data presented 
here. Prolonged heat treatment of 41 C in the present of medium has 
l i t t l e effect, but in the absence of nutrients the effects become 
dramatic within 20-30 minutes. This observation coupled with other 
considerations of tumor biology (e.g. invasivness) would suggest 
that temperature fractionation (e.g. , alternate treatments 41 C, 
43 C) may provide significant Improvement of therapeutic ratios by 
inceasing the effect RBE within the tumor. 

Abstract 

Preirradiation Hyperthermic Inhibition of Cell Rejoining 

of Double Strand DMA Breaks Induced by Low and High LET Radiation 

Arthur Cole, Peter Corry and Sandra Robinson 

Preirradiation hyperthermia treatment of cultured CHO cells 
inhibited the subsequent cell mediated rejoining of double strand DNA 
breaks induced by both low LET gamma and high LET alpha radiations. 
Cell incubation for two hours following normal pre-treatments allowed 
rejoining of essentially a l l double breaks produced by 35 kllorads 
gamma radiation and of about 60% of the double breaks produced by 25 
kilorads alpha radiation. Less than half the nomal rejoining was 
observed for cells pretreated for 45 minutes at -3 C, a protocol 
applicable to radiotherapy. The results suggest that inhibition of 
DNA repair systems contributes to hyperthermic enhancement of radia-
tion induced cell lethality. 

A companion study hyperthermic enhancement of radiation lethality 
for both high and low LET radiation was completed and a paper (0R0-2832-
157) which is abstracted below is also appended. 

Abstract 

Enhancement of the lethal effects of 

high and low LET Radiation by Hyperthermia 

Arthur Cole and Peter Corry 

The relative hyperthermic enhancement of the lethal efforts of low 
LET gamma rays from CS-137 and high LET alpha particles (150 KeV/ M) 
from AM-241 has been studied. Heat treatment at 42 C for one hour or 
43 C for 45 minutes prior to irradiation equally enhanced the effects 
of the gamma irradiation to the level reported by other invest!gators. 
However, l i t t l e or no enhancement was observed when preirradiation 
hyperthermia was combined with particle irradiation. 
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Study IV Studies on Radiation-Induced Cell Transformation 

We have concentrated on assays using clonal morphological changes 
induced by radiation. A transformed clone is defined as one showing 
multiple layered growth, disorganization, and stel l i te outgrowths. 
Cultures derived from fresh embryonic tissues and an established BALB 
3T3 mouse cell line have been used. The embryonic cells were derived 
from skin, heart, lung, l iver, spleen, thymus and kidney tissues of 
14 day old Golden Hamster embryos. We have found that a much more 
consistent clonal morphology is obtained when organ derived rather than 
whole animal derived cells are used. Alpha, gamma and X irradiation 
performed with cells on membrane f i l te rs , in suspension, and in petri 
dishes respectively, were made of embryonic cells carried through 2 
to 3 passages in cell culture. While thousands of petri dishes have 
been analyzed we cannot yet claim success for this project. Problems 
in maintaining cell growth, preventing contamination, and establishing 
consistent control morphology have been formidable using the embryonic 
derived cells. Some in i t ia l data with kidney derived cells suggests a 
transformation frequency of about 0.3% for 100 rads alpha radiation and 
about 1.3% for 100 rads of gamma or X radiation, however present 
ambiguities render the above statement entirely tenuous. 

The BALB 3T3 cell l ine, which has been used successfully elsewhere 
in virus induced transformation studies, developed reasonably consistent 
reference clones. However a two or three layer overgrowth of many clones 
developed after more than two weeks incubation when the clones were about 
10mm in diameter. Several studies using 100 and 300 rads of X-rays have 
shown no obvious clonal changes not seen in control populations. 

i 
A recent paper by Terzaghi and Li t t le (Cancer Research 36: 1367 (1976) 

describes a successful series of studies with transformation frequencies 
of 0.2% for X-ray doses above 300 rads. Although their cell line is 
probably free of oncogenic virus i t was previously exposed to chemical 
carcinogens. I t may be that the radiation-induce* transformation fre-
quency for cells which have not been exposed to ar initiating agent such 
as a virus-or carcinogen may be an order of magnitude or more smaller 
than 2*10 , in which case we would have to extenc our assay technique. 
At present, we are attempting to establish optimir cell densities and 
growth times to maximize expression of transformation properties. 
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Added Project 

Hyperthermic Response of in Vivo Mouse Jejunum 

Mr. F. J. Shonka performed this study on hyperthermic enhancement 
of cellular radiatio" lethality in an animal system. The work was done 
under the supervisici of Dr. Rodney Withers of the Department of Experi-
mental Radiology. 

Mice, in groups of four, were anesthetized wired with needle probe 
thermocouples, and placed head above water into a bath at temperatures 
ranging from physio1:gical up to 42°C. Anesthetic nembutal was required 
to slow the animals respiration rate and aleviate the problem of excessive 
animal motion tearino the thermocouples that were inserted into the gut. 
The mice were then pre-heated for periods ranging from 5 to 20 minutes 
in the water bath. Vhen the jejunum reached the correct experimental 
temperature, as asce-tained by the thermocouple reading*, the mice were 
irradiated to various jejunum doses and then immediately removed from 
the bath. The mice *ere then allowed to recuperate in their cages for 
three days. During Mie post irradiation recovery period the mouse 
jejunum forms crypts, and the endpoint of these in i t ia l experiments was 
the count of these c-ypts as a function of gamma dose for each temperature. 

A^ter the three day recovery period the animals were sacrificed and 
the jejunum excised n̂d placed in formaldehyde solution. The excised 
pieces were embedded, stained with Eosin and Hemolysis and then sectioned 
onto glass slides fo- visual assay. 

The results plotted in the figure clearly demonstrate an enhancement 
of radiation lethality for the 42°C gut temperature. 

Figure.D-2 Number of crypts as a function of Radiation dose. Body 
temperature ( • ) , 41 C ( O ) , 42 C (o). The control mice 
maintained constant body temperature when immersed in room 
temperature water. 
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Project E 

Studies of Semiconductor properties of Biological 

Molecules an*4 Application to Melanin Containing Cells 

This study is n̂ w funded by a separate grant from the National 
Cancer Institute [CP -17891) however, one manuscript (0R0-2832-152) 
which acknowledges t vjs contract which was published during the 
past year 1s appended. This manuscript is entitled "Low Temperature 
Specific heat anomalies in melanins and tumor melanosomes". No 
further funds from t is contract will be used for this study. 
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List of appended publications, reprints, and abstracts for the period 
April 1, 197fT to April 1, 1976. 

ORO-2832-148 A. Cole, F. Shonka, P. Corry and W. Cooper: CH.O Repair of 
Single-strand and Double-strand DNA Breaks Induced by 

and a- Radiations. In Molecular Mechanism for Repair of 
DNA, Part B (eds. Hanawalt and Setlow). Penum Publishing 
Corp., New York, 1975. 

ORO-2832-149 R. Datta, A. Cole and S. Robinson: Use of Track-End Alpha 
Particles from 2/*lAm to Study Radiosensitive Sites in CHO 
Cells. Radiation Research 65:139-151 (1976). 

0RO-2832-15O A. Ansevin and D. Vizard: High-Resolution Thermal Denaturation 
of DNA. I . Theoretical and Practical Considerations for the 
Resolution of Thermal Subtransitions: B opolymers 15, 153-174 
(1976). ~f — 

ORO-2832-151 D. Vizard and A. Ansevin: High Resolution Thermal Denaturation 
of DNA: Thermalites of Bacteriophage DM. Biochemistry 15, 
741-750 (1976). 

ORO-2832-152 U. Mizutani, T. Massalski, J. McGinness, and P. Corry: Low 
Temperature Specific Heat Anomalies in Kelanins and Tumor 
Melanosomes. Nature 259: 505-507 (197€> 

0R0-2832-153 A. Cole and R. Datta: Semi-Empiried Estimate of Energy Oensity 
(Dose) Distributions Around Ionizing Particle Tracks. In 
revision for Radiation Research. i 

i 

0R0-2832-154 A. Cole and S. Robinson: Cell Survival for Low Dose X-Irrad-
iation. Submitted. 

0R0-2832-155 E. Clark, S. Robinson, P. Corry, and J. i.ett. Inhibition of 
DNA Strand Break Rejoining by Hyperthermia. Radiology In Press. 

0R0-2832-156 P. Corry, S. Robinson and S. Getz. Hyperthemic Effects on 
DNA Repair Mechanisms, Radiology In Press. 

0R0-2832-157 A. Cole and P. Corry. Enhancement of th:* Lethal Effects of 
High and Low LET Radiation by Hyperthermia. Submitted 

0R0-2832-158 A. Cole, P. Corry and S. Robinson. Preirradiation Hyper-
thermic Inhibition of Cell Rejoining of Double Strand DNA 
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0R0-2832-159 

0R0-2832-161 

ORO-2832-162 

ORO-2832-163 

ORO-2832-164 

0R0-2832-165 

ORO-2832-165 

ORO-2832-167 

0R0-2832-168 

0R0-2832-169 

0R0-2832-170 

Breaks Induced by Low and High LET Radiation. Submitted. 

E. Goldin, P. Corry and C. Granatek. Separation of Ferritin 
Labeled Antibody from Free Antibody. Submitted. 

A. Ansevin. Limited Capacity of Chromosomal Proteins to 
Protect Eukaryotic DNA from Damage by Ionizing Radiation. 
Submitted. 

D. Vizard, A. Ansevin, G. Thornton and R. Arlinghaus. Saltatory 
Denaturation of Double Stranded RNA. Submitted. 

A. Cole, S. Robinson and R. Datta. Distribution of Radiosensi-
tive Sites in Mitotic and Interphase CHO Cells Using Track-
End Alpha Particle Irradiation. Submitted. 

A. Cole and R. Datta. Model for Irreparable Cell Damage Induced 
by Ionizing Radiation of Different Qualities. Biophysical 
Journal lj6: 184a (1976) (abstract) 

P. Proctor, D. Kirkpatrick, J. McGinness, and P. Corry. 
Stimulated Conductivity (Threshold Switching) in Isolated 
Photorecepter Membranes. Biophysical Journal 16: 147a (1976) 
(Abstract). 

4 

R. Hewitt, K. Marburger, E. Goldin, and P. Corry. Pbotobility 
of DNA Containing 5 -Bromouraci1: Mechanisms of X - Phage 
Inactivation and Double Strand Breakage. Biophysical Journal 16: 
185 a (1976) (Abstract). 

E. Goldin, P. Corry and C. Granatek. (uantitation of Surface 
Bound Antibodies by Electron Excited )t Ray Flourescent Spectro-
metry. Biophysical Journal 16: 216a (1976) (Abstract). 

A. Cole, P. Corry, and F. Shonka. Correlation of DNA Strand 
Breakage and Repair with Survival for ;.ow and High Let Radiation. 
2nd International Workshop on DNA Repair Mechanism in Mammation 
Cells. The Netherlands May 2-6 1976. To be published in 
Mutation Research (Abstract). 

A. Cole, R. Datta, and S. Robinson. Comparison of Radiosensitive 
Sites in Interphase and Mitotic CHO Cells Using Track-End Alpha 
Particle Irradiation. To be presented Radiation Research Meeting. 
San Francisco, June 27 - July 2, 1976. (Abstract) 

P. Corry, S. Robinson and S. Getz. The Effect of Hyperthermia 
on DNA Repair in Mammalian Cells. To be presented Radiation 
Research Meeting. San Francisco, June 27 - July 2, 1376 (Abstract 

\ 
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ORO-2832-171 .This Progress Report Dated April 30, 197& For EROA Contract 
AT - (40-1) - 2832. 
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ADDITIONAL PAPERS PRESENTED BUT NOT PUBLISHED 

E. Goldin and P. Corry: X-Ray Spectroscopic Quantitation of Cell Surface 
Antigens. Presented 8th Annual Meeting Texas Association for Radiation 
Research. Austin, Texas, October 31 - November 1, 1975. 

R. Chen, A. Cole and A. Ansevin: Preliminary Studies on Cell Transformation 
Induced by Low and High Let Radiation. Presented 8th Annual Meeting Texas 
Association for Radiation Research. Austin, Texas, October 31 - November 1, 1975. 

A. Cole and R. Datta: Model for Irreparable Cell Damage Induced by Ionizing 
Radiation of Different Qualities. Presented 8th Annual Meeting Texas Association 
for Radiation Research, Austin, Texas, October 31 - November 1, 1975. 

S. Robinson, P. Corry and S. Getz: Effects of Preirradiation Hyperthemia on 
Post Irradiation Cell Repair of DNA Damage. Presented 8th Annual Meeting Texas 
Association for Radiation Research. Austin, Texas, October 31 - November 1, 1975. 

A. Ansevin and C. Smith: Multiple Aspects in the Protection by Chromosomal 
Proteins of Radiation Induced DNA Damage. Presented 8th Annual Meeting Texas 
Association for Radiation Research. Austin, Texas, October 31 - November 1, 1975. 


